
Peace in Faith

As an infant, I was baptized Anglican (Episcopalian) in Canada.   This was my father’s church and my

family became members there.  When I was a small child we moved and as a result, I believe the

connection to our church was lost.

I remember being excited about fancy hats and shoes for the Easter Service and I attended a Baptist

children’s bible school for a couple of summers. I did not attend church regularly while growing up. In

high school, my best friend went to a Catholic Church every week and occasionally I would choose to

attend with her.   I felt it important to have my children baptized Episcopalian, however, I did not bring

them up going to church, which I now regret.  I have always had a distant sense of religion in my life.

I grew up saying a prayer every night.  At the end of the prayer was God Bless followed by each of my

family member’s names. That prayer is still very precise in my mind.  As I recite it, it is the only memory

of what I called my parents and grandparents when I was young making it something very special to me.

Within the last 11 years I attended the Catholic Church somewhat regularly with my partner who is a

devout Catholic.  Two years ago, I set a goal for myself to attend church every week for a year.  In

accomplishing that goal, I found myself having a desire to learn more about the Catholic Faith.  I signed

up for RCIA.

Deacon Paul’s enthusiasm and love of the Faith brought meaning and passion to the information

presented in class. It was not only informative, but interesting, powerful and touching. I would often

leave thinking “Wow”!  The people attending our class had a variety of levels of Faith knowledge which

added diverse views and discussions to our weekly topics. It reached deep inside each of us and created

a bond among those in our class that was special.

I had no idea what direction this choice would take me in and how much it would change my life. It was

brought to my attention that I would need to make some drastic changes in my life in order to become a

Catholic and receive the Sacraments.  As I continued the process, these changes were extremely difficult

but I was determined to continue my journey in this direction.  As painful as it got, I followed the

direction that I was given to accomplish this wonderful gift. The tears along with the sacrifice would be

the gate to a new world ahead.

I knew that my Grandmother who passed away when I was 5 was a devout Catholic but during my

exploration of Faith, I realized that my mother, Genevieve, who passed away when I was 16, was raised

Catholic (which I never knew).  The Saint name I chose was St. Genevieve.  This added a very special

connection between receiving the Sacraments to someone so special that I lost many years ago.  It was a

powerful message for me and a complete circle back to the Catholic Faith.

After I received the Sacraments a whole new peacefulness surrounded my life.  I felt comfort in knowing

that I could accomplish anything with God’s help. The direction this choice took me in was far beyond

anything I had ever imagined. Looking back, I realize that my search for more information was actually a

way for the Holy Spirit to find me and bring me to a place I had no idea that I was searching for. I am

thankful to have found the Catholic Faith!

Follow God’s example of being good to others, giving of yourself and placing your trust in Him to lead

you into unknown places.
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